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Saint-Gobain, a world leader in the habitat and construction 
markets, designs, manufactures and distributes high-performance 
building materials across the world.  Saint-Gobain in India  is all set 
to revolutionise interior spaces and expand the canvas of glass 
and its applications with the new Saint-Gobain Inspire, a stunning 
range of interior glass and solutions.



The spaces you inhabit are a true reflection of your inner self; a 
signature statement of your elevated taste and style. It takes a very 
special mirror to befit such a world – SGG Aspira LED mirrors.

A dynamic blend of high-quality design aesthetics, advanced 
technology and safety, these exquisite creations from Saint-Gobain 
are an ode to LED art, transforming hotels, offices, homes and more 
into timeless portrayals of elan. Incorporating the principles of 
sustainable development, they come in 5 distinctly stylish variants: 
Classic, Matrix, Coral, Boho, and Dawn.
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EXPERIENCE MIRRORS LIKE NEVER BEFORE!

SUSTAINABLEBRIGHTER DISTORTION-FREE

DURABLEEXTRA CLEAR



A RANGE OF REGAL LUMINARIES



Classic explores the true spirit of minimalistic 

design to exemplify iconic aesthetic value, for 

an evergreen, contemporary look.

CLASSIC





Matrix is a unique meandering of linear 

transformations to create in-vogue geometric 

patterns. Appealing and bold, it brings striking 

balance to spaces.

MATRIX





Coral draws inspiration from the large coral 

reefs of oceans, creating organic, free-flowing 

patterns that usher in an eclectic mix of 

abstract harmony to spaces.

CORAL





Boho captures the essence of unconventionality 

on a radical, contemporary canvas, elevating 

spaces into bohemian leaps of creativity.

BOHO



Black Board + Rising spot UV + Printing



Marking the beginning of twilight, dawn 

illuminates and infuses spaces with waves    

of harmony and growth.

DAWN





FEATURES & CHARACTERISTICS

LED lighting Diamant mirror (Extra Clear)

Long life

Saves energy & eco friendly

Easy to use

Also available in Aspira Deco and Aspira Lite. SMS ‘Interiors’ to 56767.

Smart Defogger Thickness: 28mm 

Safe IP 55

Available sizes:
900 x 600 mm | 450 x 600 mm
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